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Multi-variant data scaling and additivity analysis in potentially nonlinear 

systems using balanced equivalence tracking 

David Oulton November 2014 

 

Introduction 

It is common experience that when investigating complex nonlinear phenomena, very large data sets are 

required and the numerical analysis of such datasets is often difficult, see the cited works of (Krzanowski, 

Beals and Borg on multi-dimensional scaling). A method is introduced below for data scaling and additivity 

analysis based on balanced equivalence tracking (also known as ‘grey scale tracking’ (see Oulton 2010). The 

analysis is by reference to the axioms of addition and multiplication in a true vector space see (Krantz 1975); 

and in any candidate data set the objective is to isolate and analyse the evident scalar and additive 

relationships as distinct entities. 

In general each such analysis involves a multivariate cause and effect cross-dependency that relates all 

possible scalar and additive combinations of cause, to the potentially nonlinear scalar and additive effects 

that they generate. For purposes of clarity think initially if you will of the relationships and constants of Mass 

Length and Time (or ML&T) and their use as the basis of additive and scalar value in vector space analysis 

and Newtonian Physics. When the data set is thus completely specified physically, the operations of 

multiplication and addition are fundamentally distinct, and it is relatively easy to identify, quantify and 

analyse the scalar and additive phenomena represented by a given data set. There exists however a superset 

of phenomena where either or both of the additive and scalar properties appear to be variables of the 

observed phenomenon. In such cases there are some key analytical problems.  

1. The unit value of effect must be related by means of potentially nonlinear scalar mapping to unit 

physical value in each distinct dimension cause while holding additive value demonstrably constant. 

2. The inter-dimensional ratios of additive value must likewise be independently determined at 

demonstrably constant scaling. 

3. Accurate vector sum analysis is only possible if a linear or linearized model of the dataset values with 

a constant scalar metric can be established. 

4. It is also necessary to demonstrate at some level of statistical probability that the scalar metrics and 

additive cross dependency matrices thus determined fully represent the intrinsic properties of the 

data set. 

It will be shown that the reported method addresses all of these problems via the unique properties of the 

Grey Scale or balanced equivalence axis of a vector space and the use of Grey Scale Tracking to hold additive 

value constant while quantifying scalar nonlinearity. 

Grey Scale Tracking (or GST) Calibration 

The relevant methodology is clarified below by reference to Oulton’s paper on the intrinsically nonlinear 

three-dimensional problem of computer screen colour calibration (Oulton 2014):- 

In this psychophysical example the three sensors of the human colour sense are modelled by the CIE 

Standard Observer system as having inter-dimensionally equated physical inputs and visually equivalent 

outputs at the grey scale axis (see Berns 2000a). As reported (in Oulton 2014), an experiment was executed 
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that quantified the R:G:B  screen-drive ratios that generate a visually  neutral sensation for a representative 

range of grey scale data points. In principle the property of additive effect in the observed phenomenon is an 

undefined constant of this ‘grey scale tracking’ experiment. The intrinsic scaling in each dimension is thus 

determined at a constant additive ratio using a set of functions whose products are inter-dimensionally 

equated at each point on the GS or balanced equivalence scale. The point is that once a linear prediction 

space with a demonstrably constant scalar metric has been established, the individual dimensions of cause 

and effect may be freely manipulated by matrix multiplication and linear addition. Note for future reference 

that the prediction space thus established may also be an axiomatically defined true vector space.  

Quoting from (Oulton 2014), the overall relationships may be described by equation as follows:- 
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The X, Y and Z  values model the visual response to light stimuli; and they may be regarded as colour space co-

ordinates that are potentially nonlinearly related to the integer drive values R, G, B. 

In order to resolve relationship (1) into its scalar and proportionately cross-dependent components, 

nonlinear functions must be quantified that linearize the dataset relationships in each dimension of cause. 

Critically, the three component relationships are constrained via the GST process as in Eq. (2): - 
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Three important constraints are imposed on the overall model by relationship (2). Firstly, each function 

must exactly linearize the model in each denoted dimension R,G,B. Secondly, the linearized BGR  ,, model 

must map the grey scale axis precisely at all levels onto the X = Y = Z visual (or balanced equivalence) axis; 

and thirdly the functions f4…f6 must replicate the scalar intervals of effect at the grey scale axis by passing 

exactly through the XYZ co-ordinates of the GST equivalence points.  

The scalar relationship is invertible, and an exactly complementary relationship may also be derived that 

maps the BGR  ,, model nonlinearly onto the equivalent drive values such that:- 
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It is next necessary to generalise from the subset of balanced equivalence relationships to the full data space 

of all possible combinations of cause. In order to do this the matrix ratios of cross-dependent effect on the 

dimensions of physical cause must be determined and clearly, a demonstrably linearized predictive model 

with a uniformly constant scalar metric is a necessary and sufficient basis for this analysis (again think in 

terms of conventional matrix algebra in the domain of physical additivity). 

In (Oulton 2014) the dimensions X,Y,Z  specify the basis vectors of CIE XYZ colour co-ordinate vector space 

(see also Berns 2000a)  and likewise the drive-value integers R, G, B are the basis vectors of all possible 

causes of those colours. An axis transformation by matrix multiplication at strictly constant scaling (in this 

case delivered by the GST process) then enables point-identity colour predictions to be made for any given 

combinations of BGR  ,, such that:- 

 
Where each function f1 ... f3 acts as a three-dimensionally cross-dependent 

component of an overall relationship.  

 (2) 
 

Where BGR  ,,  are distinct linearized responses to each input cause R,G,B. And 

the equivalence ZYXBGR  holds true for all R,G,B.      
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Given a strictly physical model, or one that has been linearized under the noted constraints, it is now 

possible to test some significant hypotheses at an appropriate level of statistical probability. The proposition 

might for example be that the multivariate data set under analysis does indeed exhibit constant additivity 

and scaling: Or perhaps that a given unique set of single dimensional functions is necessary and sufficient to 

quantify the observed non-linear relationships. 

Using the CIE System as a Scalar Reference Basis 

The CIE Standard Observer (or SO) model predicts the visual equality of spectral power distributions (or 

SPDs) by N→ 3 vector sum projection onto point identities in CIE XYZ colour space see (Berns 2000a). In the 

CIE colorimetric model as in the GST process, the three receptor-response models of the colour sense are 

equated numerically using the visual neutrality or balanced equivalence axis to equate unit value in the three 

R, G and B dimensions of the vector sum. The Scaling of the CIE tristimulus value system is strictly physical by 

reference to Watts of stimulus power; and its X,Y,Z tri-stimulus basis vectors have equal numeric value at the 

visual neutrality axis, by reference to a spectrum with equal power at all visible wavelengths.  

In the CIE SO model the N element SPDs or spectral stimuli are specified physically in terms of power and 

wavelength; and each such stimulus is weighted three dimensionally by reference to the proportionate 

response of the red green and blue sensors of the Standard Observer. It follows that the tri-stimulus 

co-ordinates of CIE XYZ colour space have a strictly uniform and linear scalar metric; and that the visual 

equivalence of any combination of N-element spectral causes may be accurately predicted (both in principle 

and in practice) by the SO vector sum equivalence of their XYZ co-ordinate point identities.  

Note that the scaling of the CIE SO model is not visual it is physical, and the CIE system models proportional 

visual additivity at constant scaling by reference to the equivalence of scaling at the neutrality axis.  

 The Generalization to Non Linear Phenomena 

Now revisit if you will the case of screen colour calibration in (Oulton 2013) where as described by equations 

(1) to (3), the unit value of stimulated effect (i.e. colour generation) is clearly non-linear relative to numeric 

drive values. The CIE SO model will now simply provide the physically quantified XYZ colour space in which to 

make linearly additive predictions; and we seek to relate precisely specified digital drive values to this model 

by nonlinear mapping. The GST method may again be used to hold additivity constant while the relevant set 

of nonlinearities is derived relative to the basis vectors of the SO model. These mappings are strictly scalar 

relationships (at constant additive value) that relate observed screen colour values to the specified screen-

drive values at all points on the axis of balanced equivalence. Recall if you will that the GST process 

constrains the product of each function to be equated at each point on the grey scale. It follows that an 

appropriate and distinct linearization function may be optimized for each dimension of cause; and that at 

the same time an equated unit of linear incremental value is established across all dimensions.  

The additivity and scaling of spectra in general  

Consider further if you will the case of fundamentally multi-variate systems in general that yield complex 

characteristic spectra, such that a set of three or four candidate causes might be responsible for a given 

spectral response or SPD. In principle The GST method should in principle enable the spectra of any 

unknown contributor to be isolated, identified and manipulated additively in N spectral dimensions.  

and M is a 3X3 matrix of X,Y,Z proportionality ratios relative to the  

basis vectors of the linearized BGR  ,,  model 
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In the case where visually additive effect is related to spectral stimulus power, the CIE SO model has been 

adding and subtracting spectra analytically since it was adopted internationally in 1931 as a model for 

specifying colour. Recall that in effect the CIE model predicts colour identity simply by adding spectra that 

are weighted three-dimensionally at ratio level relative to the stimulus power at each wavelength. In both 

experimental and industrial practice worldwide, these predictions are found to be visually accurate almost 

without exception. This is true when predicting the visual equivalence of spectra with major differences in 

their SPDs, even to the extent where triplets of monochromatic stimuli are equated visually to broadband 

spectra.  

In the industrial prediction of dye recipes, a dataset linearization step is added to the CIE model in order to 

reveal and calibrate the component causes of the added spectra. In this case, the nonlinear Kubelka Munk 

function (see Berns 2000 b) is used to project the light absorption spectra of dye combinations at known 

concentrations onto an N-dimensional predictive space that is linear with respect to dye concentration. The 

CIE SO model then in turn predicts  the three dimensional colour co-ordinates of any given dye recipe by 

means of vector sum spectral combination as above. 

When calibrating on-screen colour (as in Oulton 2013) the three dimensional causes are device specific and 

are specified digitally without reference to a known scaling of physical cause. The CIE model is still retained 

as the reference basis for data set linearization, but the fundamental additivity of integer values now 

replaces the special case of physical scaling as a wider general basis for the quantification of cause.  

The Scope for Wider Application 

A context free model with potentially wide general applicability is possible if an axiomatically defined true 

vector space is used (in place of the CIE XYZ co-ordinate model) as the predictive space for all combinations 

of effect and as a basis for dataset linearization. The whole GST modelling system is now fully specified 

mathematically and by extension:- 

1. It is possible to confirm statistically that the additivity and scaling represented by a given dataset 

is characteristically constant. 

2. It becomes easier to design experiments and determine statistically which if any relevant 

hypotheses hold true at some quantifiable probability as quantified by the chosen dataset.  

3. A generic data set linearization process in any number of distinct dimensions of cause and effect 

may be derived under the constraints of the above GST analysis.  

4. It becomes possible to map each dimension of cause onto an appropriate dimension of effect 

under a constant scaling that is common to all contributing dimensions of cause. 

5. The dimensions of both cause and effect are potentially infinite but may for example represent 

quantities of dye to be mixed as above, or more generally any number of causative agents 

whose effect can by modelled by N→ M vector sum and N is less than or equal M. 

The Scalar Analysis Capability of the GST Method 

Both additive value and additive equivalence are well specified constants of the GST method. It follows that 

the scalar effect properties of a given spectrally specified phenomenon may be isolated and quantified by a 

GST experiment. If an appropriately comprehensive range of GS points are measured on an appropriate 

difference of effect scale, the resulting dataset may be mapped in each of N dimensions of cause onto a true 

N dimensional vector space, which by definition has a strictly uniform and constant scalar metric. This metric 

in turn is a candidate model of linear effect that may or may not represent the true scaling of the observed 

phenomena. The mapping that generates the candidate metric of effect may also in principle have a 
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characteristic nonlinearity in one or more of its dimensions, and again the derived set of nonlinearities may 

or may not exactly replicate all of the intrinsic nonlinearities evident in the observed phenomenon. 

Thus far, we have in principle established the potential existence of a set of infinitely many linear scalar 

domains with constant additivity: and how each such domain may be related by robust and provable scalar 

mapping onto the real number scaling and dimensions of Mass Length and Time. At this level the concept is 

essentially abstract and the true practical value of the GST nonlinear scalar mapping method only becomes 

apparent when the property of linear additivity is quantified under any of the constant scalar metrics of 

effect thus generated. 

The Additive Analysis Capability of the GST Method 

Recall if you will the analytical problem addressed in (Oulton 2013), where the properties of visual additivity 

and visual equivalence and the N→ 3 vector sum projection onto point identities in CIE XYZ colour space are 

modelled. Here the task is to predict the visual sensation caused by the weighted additive combination of 

electromagnetic spectra in the three R, G and B dimensions of the colour sense. The remarkable accuracy 

thus achieved can be attributed firstly (as in the GST method) to the constant physical scaling of the additive 

process by reference to stimulus power; and secondly to the fact that ‘to the CIE Standard Observer’, all the 

relevant spectral weightings are precisely equated in CIE XYZ space at the X=Y=Z visual neutrality axis.  

In general, any multivariate analysis should in principle be equally successful if it uses firstly a combination of 

N-dimensional filter weighting; secondly, projection onto a demonstrably linear prediction space; and 

thirdly, vector sum prediction under a unit effect value, that is constrained to be demonstrably constant 

across all dimensions of cause as in the GST model. The scalar basis of the vector sum must however be fully 

specified, and the filter weighting must reflect a well measured set of specific instances of additive cause.  

In the case of multivariate analysis of IR spectra for a particular field of investigation, one might for example 

chose say 20 relevant spectral IR peaks. A linear scalar metric of peak magnitude generation may then be 

established using the GST method by reference to known examples. In principle, functions of stimulus power 

would then be derived that meet the GST criteria by quantifying equivalent peak height. Each filter would 

reflect the spectra generated by a set of specific materials at the chosen indexing peaks; and the quantitative 

vector sum would predict the IR spectral effect of both the calibration materials and any additional 

unidentified materials in additive combination. If the proportionality property is asymptotically subtractive 

as in coloration by the application of dyes or pigments, (again by extension) it is simply a matter of changing 

the type of data set linearization function.   

Conclusions 

This discourse introduces a method of dataset analysis that has been shown by practical experiment to 

decompose multi-variate nonlinear cross–dependent relationships successfully into their scalar and additive 

component relationships. This distinction already has a clear axiomatic basis in number theory; in vector 

space analysis, and in the relationships and dimensions of Mass Length and Time in the physical domain. 

The proposal therefore is to extend the benefits of physical modelling under this clear distinction to the 

analysis and modelling of any potentially non-linear multivariate system within which the relevant scalar and 

additive effects may be clearly identified, independently quantified in each dimension of cause; and mapped 

onto a linear predictive space, such that each point identity relates one or more combinations of cause to 

each specific instance of effect. The task in hand is to project data set values onto a linear model of the 
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observed phenomenon with appropriate dimensionality and ensure that its scalar metric accurately models 

the required strict uniformity of unit effect scaling. 

The method by which this is achieved takes advantage of the unique property of the balanced equivalence 

axis in a vector space at which all of its basis vectors have precisely equated scalar value. By virtue of this 

property, all of the scalar values (if you like from zero to infinity) that lie on this ‘grey scale’ axis share a 

strictly constant ratio of additive value. It follows that any set of such points then represent a set of true 

scales such that in principle they may be directly linearized and quantified; and unit value may be equated in 

each dimension.  
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